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Who's Who In American Universities, Colleges Named
Nineteen Seniors and Two Juniors
t.1ake Up Harding's Who's Who List
Nineteen seniors and two juniors at Harding are
listed in "Who's Who Among Student in American Universities and Colleges," a national publication listing
prominent university and<>-------------college students.
the group were: Myra Dasher,
Final sel,f:lction of these stu- chemistry major, Valdosta, Ga.,
dents was made by the faculty Beta Tau Gamma; and Bob H.
after a list of outstanding stu- Jones, chemistry major, Hutchindents according to achievements son, Kari., Sub T-16.
These students will appear in
in scholarship, leadership, citizen's hip and extra-curricular activi- the "Who's Who Among Stuties was submitted by the Student dents in American Universities
and Colleges" edition which will
Association.
Seniors included on the list be published next summer. ln
were: Ann Bobo, psychology addition to this permanent namajor, Indianapolis, Ind.; Roger tional recognition; each student
Brown; elementary education receives a certificate of recognimajor, Estancia, N. M., Theta tion awarded by the organization,
Alpha Gamma;
Ben Curtis, benefit of the Student Placement
mathematics and Biblical lan- Service provided by the organizaguages major, Compton, Calif.; tion, and can wear the Key
Gerald Ebker, mathematics ma- emblem signifying membership
jor, Owensville, Mo., Lambda in "Who's Who Among Students
Sigma; Jerry Figgins, chemistry in American Universities and Colmajor, Caruthersville, Mo., Alpha leges."
Phi Kappa; and Edwin Hightower,
political science and mathematics Ark. Chemical Society
major, Weslaco, Tex., Sub T-16.
Meets Here Friday Night
WHO'S WHO - Seated l. to r.: Sue Vinther, Ferra Sue Sparks, Lynn Merrick, Roberta Rhodes, Myra Dasher, Carole Thomas,
J erry Jones, Bible major, MaryHarding will be host to the
Ann Bobo, Mary Redwine, and Pat Su~erlin. Standing 1. to r.: Ben Porter, Mike White, Ben Curtis, Joe Olree, Jerry Jones,
land Heights, Mo., Sub T-16;
Bob Jones, Jerry Figgins, and Mike Maple. Not pictured are: Gerald Ebker, Knox Summitt, Ed Hightower, and Roger Brown.
John (Mike) Maple, political and monthly meeting of the Central
social science major, Kingman, Arkansas Section of American
Kan., Lambda Sigma; Lynn Mer- Chemical Society, Nov. 20.
Feature of the meeting will be
rick, chemistry major, Little
Rock, Ark., Beta Tau Gamma; an address by Dr. Robert T.
and Joe Olree, accounting and Clark on "Adventures in Space
business major, Hayti, Mo., Alpha Medicine." Dr. Clark is chief of
the Department of Space MediPhi ·Kappa.
Bennie Porter, journalism and cine at Aerospace Medical Cenpolitical science major, Colcord, ter, Brooks Air Force Base, Tex.
Following dinner at RoberOkla., Lambda Sigma; Mary Redson's Rendezvous Cafe, the group
wine,
music
major,
Cordell,
Okla.,
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Ju Go Ju; Roberta Rhodes, will be entertained by the a capelementary
education major, pella char.us.
The American Chemical SoWichita, Kan., Ju Go Ju; and
Ferra Sue Sparks, accounting ciety is a national organization
major', New Albany, Miss., Tri of chemists with a membership
of 65,000. The central Arkansas
Kappa.
Knox Summitt, . mathematics society meets once every month
major, Searcy, Ark., Tri Sigma and for the last five or six years
Delta; Patricia Sutherlin, home at least one of those meetings
economics major, Searcy, Ark., has been held at Harding each
Friday, Nov. 27, 42 members oi the a
cast of 23 has been chosen Ju Go Ju; Sue Vinther, English year.
will leave the Harding campus on a ten-day tour of
for "King Lear," the tragedy to and political science major, DalOklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.
presented by the Campus Players las, Tex., Theta Psi; and John
Highlighting this year's tour
Dec. 15.
The BISON will not be pub(Mike) White, chemistry major,
lished next week... Next edition
One of Shakespeare's greatest Danville, Ill., Alpha Phi Kappa.
will be a program presented by basis of section needs, singing
the chorus in Phipps Auditorium ability and grades.
I
tragedies, the play will be the
The two Juniors included in will be printed December Srd.
at Denver, Colo., Nov. 29. At
Those making the tour are: Dot
second Lyceum program prethis time George Lynn, contem- Anderson, Jerry Atkinson, Marasented by the Campus Players
porary American composer and lyn Bailey, Ann Bixler, Mary
this year under the direction of
conductor will lead the group in Elizabeth Bolen, Carol Bowman,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Glen Wiley,
"Sacred Symphony," which he Jer ry Burks, Margie Clark, How"Some Current Problems and assistant professors of speech.
composed especially for the Har- ard Claude, Lois Cobb, Midred Opportunities Facing the Church"
The title role of Lear has not
ding a cappella chorus.
Davis, Grover Goyne, Carolyn is the theme for the 36th an- yet been announced. The roles
Friday night the chorus will Hall, Charlene Harris, Linda Hart- nual Harding lectureship which of the King of France, Duke of
perform for the church of Christ man, Sarah Hinds and Jim HQw- begins Monday, Nov. 23, and Burgandy, Duke of Alleany, and
by Grace Davis
in Cordell, Okla. Saturday will ard.
closes Thursday, Nov. 26.
Duke of Cornwall will be played
"Student opinion favorable" was the conclusion of
find them in Colorado Springs,
Bob Jones, Chuck Lucas, Mike
Approximately 2,500 people are by Cliff Boatright, Bob Crosby,
Colo., where they will sing at Maple, Peggy O'Neal, Virginia expected ,to attend the four day David May, and Bill Farris, re- Professor Bill Verkler's general sociology class. The basis
the Central Church of Christ.
Organ, Carroll Osburn, Judy program, according to Conard spectively. Bill Grady will por- of the statement was a student attitude poll, an assignAfter their performance in Den- Parks, Dean Priest, Robert Qualls, Hays, assistant to the chairman tray the Earl of Kent and Gary ment of the · introductory
level, 'Would. you be in favor of
ver, the group will travel to Jeanette Read, Mary Redwine, of the Bible department. Resi- Smith will be seen as the Earl sociology course.
allowing Negroes in your social
Pueblo, Colo., where they will Roberta Rhodes, Bettye Ritchie, dence for out-of-town guests is of Gloucester. Edgar, Edmund,
The class interviewed one- club?" 40 % were in favor of it,
sing at the Broadway and Orman Donna Robertson, Lewis Robert- being provided in the Harding and Cusan will be by Ray Bailey,
tenth of the student body for a 15 % qualified, and 42% said no.
Church of Christ Monday night. son, Bob Silvey, Shirley Sisco, dormitories.
Ron Carter, and Jim Grady.
total of 43 men and 57 women.
A traditional college complaint
Chapel services, classes, and
Others appearing in the play
Dec. 1 the group will sing in Bradford Smith, and Neal Stotts.
Among those interviewed, 27 had - food - did not show up to be
Albuquerque, N. M., at the
Dwight Thompson, J err y lectures concerning problems of are Bob Bullard as the old man;
transferred from other colleges. a major Harding complaint.
Netherwood Park Church.
Thompson, Richard Tucker, Sue the church will be held each day. Edmond Leigh, the doctor; Bill
Vinther, Arthur Voyles, and John D. Cox opens the series Epperson, the fool; Travis Jen- The reactions; favorable, quali- Forty-seven per cent were favorTraveling through Texas, the
fied, or unfavorable; were re- ably impressed with the food,
Monday night with a lecture on kins, Oswald; James Calvert, cap· group will appear in Lubbock at Jere Yates.
corded on the_ questionnaire. 32 % qualified their answers, and
"Background
and
Definition
of
tain;
Pat
Ralston,
herald;
Mike
the Broadway Church Wed., Dec.
Qualified was used when the 14 % were not favorably imthe
Subject."
Closing
the
·
series
Eldridge,
a
gentleman;
Norman
2. Dec. 3 a performance is sche- Bisons Play John Brown
student
was dubious as to an- pressed. The most suggested
Hale, Jerry Hunter, and Rodney
duled for chapel at Lubbock To Open Cage Season . on Thursday night will be
swering favorable or unfavorable. change in the 'food was "a
speech
by
Marshall
Keeble
of
Rickard,
servants;
Tom
Gaines,
Christian College. The group will
knight; Margaret Beauchamp, In all cases the per cent did not greater variety." Both these questhen go to Wichita Falls, Denton,
The Harding Bisons open their Nashville, Tenn.
Goneril;
Anita Brunette, Regan; equal 100 because of unanswered tions were affected by the numRuel · Lemmons, editor of Firm
Fort Worth, and Dallas. The last 1959-60 collegiate basketball seaquestions.
ber of married students who were
performance is scheduled at the son with a home game on Thurs- Foundation, will be honored at a and Pat Forsee, Cordelia.
To the question, "What is your not concerned with the question.
Commenting
on
the
play,
·Mr.
Cedar Crest church in Dallas day, November 26, against John dinner, Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
Wiley said, "This is the most general attitude toward Har- · "Do you favor the 'no dating
at the Mayfair Hotel.
Dec. 6.
Brown University.
daring undertaking for my wife ding?" 88% were favorable, 12% in cars' rule?" Twenty-nine per
Because of limited bus space,
The game will be played in
Each of the lectureship address and me since we've been here; were qualified, and none were cent of the student body did
only · about two-thirds of the Rhodes Memorial Field House at will be published in booklet form
it is a most difficult production unfavorable. This is a definite favor it, 16 % qualified, and 52%
chorus members may go on the 4:00 p .m. during the annual lec- by Firm Foundation. These bookbecause of its depth of emotion." improvement over last year, said did not favor the rule. The per
trip. Selection is made on the tureship.
lets may be obtained for $3
Verkler.
cent was affected by a number
during the lectureship.
Seventy-eight per cent of the of married students who favored
A Thanksgiving barbecue din- Gearhart To Interview
students said they would like the rule since it did not apply
ner at noon will be one of the Accounting Students
for their children to attend Har- to them.
highlights of this year's program.
ding, 13% were qualified, and
The Bible class requirement,
L. R. Gearhart, Resident-Part- 4 % would not favor it. Thirty- 70% favored it, 19% qualified,
Mr. Hays said he is "hopeful
that all students will invite their ner of Ernst & Ernst, Memphis, nine per cent planned to become and 7 % were against it. Comparents t0 attend the lectureship Tenn., will be here Wednesday, active members of the alumni pulsory church attendance was
Dr. Robert T. Clark, Jr., Hard-0-:--------------- and enjoy this fellowship on Nov. 25, to interview prospective association, 12% were qualified, favored by 44% and opposed by
accountants. Those wishing an and 24% said they did not plan 40%. Seven per cent were qualiing graduate, and emineut scien- :ling College in 1939 with a B. S. Thanksgiving day."
appointment with Mr. Gearhart to do so.
tist, is returning to the campus :iegree in biology. Appointed a
fied.
this week to give scientific lec- 1raduate assistantship in phy- civilian Air Force employee can should come by the Placement
Students asked whether they
Quiet hour for girl's on Sunday
Office.
tures.
felt free to voice opposition to 48% favored it, 11% were
3iology, he completed his M. S. earn. He also received an InMr. Gearhart will address the administration policies, 58% said qualified, and 31 % were against
Chief of the Space Medicine degree at the University of Ten- centive Award of $300 for perAccounting
Club
at
7:00,
TuesDivision, U. S. Air Force Aero- nessee. He obtained his Ph. D. formance as administrative phythey did, 26% said they did not it. It was also noted that many
space Medical Center at Brooks in physiology and bio-chemistry siologist. ' In September he flew day, Nov. 24, in the American and 15 % were qualified.
boy's favored the rule since it
Air Force Base, he will speak to from the University of Rochester to Buenos Aires as one of two Studies Auditorium. · Anyone
The student council got a vote didn't affect them in any way.
Harding students in chapel Fri- in 1949. Before entering his work representatives of the United wishing tO attend this meeting of confidence; 65% said they felt
The last question: "What do
day and Saturday. He will also at the U. 1 S. Air Force Medical States to confer with two Rus- is invited to do so.
the student council was an ef- you feel is the major •advantage
speak on "Adventures in Space School, he taught biology at Abi- sian scientists on problems of
fective organization, 19% were of attending Harding?" was most
Medicine" at the November lene Christian <:'.allege.
Chapel Schedule
qualified, and only 4% said they often . answered, "Christian enspace medicine.
meeting of Central Arkansas sec$300 for performance as admini- Fri. Nov. 20 - Dr. R. T. Clark did not feel it was effective.
vironment and teaching."
tion of the American Chemical
In his work with the Air Force
A continuing question is the
Dr. Clark takes an active in- Sat. Nov. 21 - Dr. R. T. Clark
The improved student opinion
Society here Friday evening.
D;. Clark was presented for his terest in his home town, New Tues. Nov. 24 - Dr. Benson
question of integration at Har- has been noticed by many before
Before his recent advancement, outstanding work for .the period Braunfels, Texas. He is one of
ding. The question u Are• you in the poll. It is verified by a scienLeon Burns
Dr. Clark was chief of the De- from May 16, 1958 to May 15, the leaders of the church, and Wed. Nov. 25 .- Willard Collins favor of allowing Negro students tific study that none of the stupartment of Physiology-Biophy- 1959, the Air Force Outstanding he speaks frequently before civic,
Judge Sam Tatum to attend Harding?'.' received dents interviewed had a gensics, Medical Sciences Division. Award for Research in Space educational, church and youth Thur. Nov. 26 - Thanksgiving 56% yes, 15% qualified, and erally unfavorably opinion of
Dr. Clark graduated from Har- Medicine, the highest honot a groups.
29 % no. On a more personal Harding.
Fri.
Nov. 27 - Film

A Cappello To Begin Players To Pres.ent 'King Lear' In
Western Tour Nov 27 Second Production Of Year; Cast
cappe~a cho~s Of 23 Chosen For DeAc.. 15 Tragedy
•
Lec tures Beg1n
Monday Hov•.23;
Cox To 0pen Ta1ks

NOTICE

Opinion Poll Reflects

Student Attitudes

a

Scientific lectures Are Scheduled
Fri. And Sat. By Harding Graduate

2

*
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A MATTER OF INDIFFERENCE
For the past thirty-six years Harding has sponsored a series of lectures each year, designed to
inform Christians on vital subjects of interest to the
church. These lectures reflect intensive planning
both in subject matter and individual speaker assignments. Seldom does one haye the opportunity to
hear such a group of qualified and well-informed
speakers.
Over the years thousands of interested Christians have gathered on the campus to be present
for this yearly event. Hundreds of them travel many
miles at considerable expense to be here. It is truly
a "period of refreshing" for those who gather.
Unfortunately, however, this "period" is not
"refreshing" to everyone on the campus. Though
we, the students of Harding, are blessed with this
opportunity to enter into the fellowship of this
spiritual feast, comparatively few of · us . take advantage of it.
Perhaps this is true partly because of the pressure of studies, but all too often it is to be blamed on
indifference, that great plague which holds back
innumerable individuals from betterment of self
and mankind.
Maturity in our individual spiritual growth,
perhaps, is not completely attainable, but it can be
partially attained by taking advantage of opportunities. Are you going to permit indifference to
rob you of a feast? Make your schedule for next
week include as much of the lectureship as possible
and learn of and/ or more about "Some of the Problems and Opportunities Facing the Church." -B. P.

"Examine Yourselves"
II COR. 13.5
By Dee Hillin ·

"They Said It Couldn't Be Done"
For many years it was assumed that parents could I?-ave
no influences upon their children. Finally, after diligent effort on the part of some parents,
this assumption was proven
false. One little fellow finally
learned the lesson from his
mother.
In Peoria, Ill., a two-year old
boy picked up a lighted cigarette
and smoked it. The next day he
wanted another and he got it.
Lawrence Smith now smokes
five cigarettes a day; consequently, his mother is worried because
she can't break him of the habit.
The mother says, "Once I tried
giving him raw tobacco, thinking
the taste might break him of the
habit." The result was negative.
Lawrence is careful with his
ashes and he even carries an ash
tray on his tricycle. They said
it couldn't be done! Now Lawrence Smith has proven that "it
can be done."
It is indeed a wonderful bless-·
ing to be able to live in America and enjoy the everyday freedom of a free nation. It is so
marvelous that we can pick up
a cigarette at · any time and inhale the refreshing aroma of that
SHOULD STUDENTS PREACH?
life-sustaining substance, nicoThe past week I have been asking questions about tine. It is also amazing that as
student preachers at Harding. I found diversified a Christian we have the freedom
The noisey summons from an
opinions concerning wliether or not students who to coat our lungs with body- alarm clock, hurried, sleepy
plan to be ministers should preach at small con- building tar, and strengthen our dressing, breakfast in the dining
gregations or stay in Searcy and listen to e:rperienced influence and character with a hall. That 8 o'clock class slept
ministers. There are extremists on both sides of the stained accomplishment. It is a halfway through. A raised hand
great joy to realize that some
issue and numerous persons who take qualified posi- day we can look into our little and the great captive audience
disperse in streams, swelling at
tions in between.
boy's eyes and say,' "Son, have 1
One senior student who has preached, but who a smoke on your 'old dad'." Then the spillways and once again
does not at present, made this tongue-in-cheek ex- we can sit back and watch our caught in the slow current, forcing and being forced thru the
planation: 'f;f decided that i£ I couldn't feed the little boy puff his way into adult- . gaping
Student Center doors
flock I wouldn't shear them either." Another student hood. He probably won't obtain which offer a reservoir of fear
the
fortune
of
the
cigarette
unwith a similar background stated definitely that no
for the claustrophobic.
freshman should attempt to go out and preach. less he puts everything· he has
Ah! Evening and thoughts
into
it.
If
he'll
work
·
hard
One man, not a ministerial student, paid this tribute ·
reach for and grasp a dream.
enough, authorities say that he
to Gordon Teel: "You can't go just anywhere and can finally rid himself of that Outside the cold wind lashes out
hear sermons like his. I think they ought to stay boresome breathing bag.
at the trees as they cling to their
and listen to him."
skimpy, once green dress. And
Christians are waking up to
Other opinions were expressed that show the the fact that they too can have now the vision comes closer: A
opposite position. A student with a regular preach- this privilege. Some feel that huge fireplace with the flames
ing appointment firmly contends: "There is no it is wrong to smoke, until they lapping the logs hungrily, sparsubstitute for practical experience." Some think that become Christians; but, let me kling and hissing. The hearth is
Bible classes and chapel speeches are sufficient in assure you that anyone can of marble. There is a thick rug
the prospective preacher's learning process. More smoke. It takes no thinking at to sit on. The smell of old leather
and old books permeates the
than one countered with the question: 'Jf we do not, all.
room. There are marshmellows
Before this article is discarded,
preach for them who will?"
to roast and hot chocolate, or
let us close with a salute to "The
The purpose of this editorial is not to support Friendly Cigarette." (author un- perhaps persimmon pudding and
either group of opinions expressed above. Nor is it knoW'n).
hot tea. Beside you a longpossible to establish a concrete rule that ministerial "I'm just a friendly cigarette;
trusted friend or a future mate
conversing of the ideal, the rostudents should or should not seek preaching ap- Don't be afraid of me.
mantic, the foolish. Great visions
pointments while they are in school. The purpose Why, all the advertisers say
are sometimes the product of
of this article is to encourage more discussion of the I'm harmless as can be.
such a setting.
problem among the faculty and the student body. If They tell you that I'm your best
friend
·
Contrast, if you dare, Cathcart
you would like to add your thoughts to those
or Pattie Cobb Hall with its
expressed here, you are encouraged to write a letter (I like that cunning lie)
And say you'll walk ·a mile for
dimly lit waiting rooms. The
to the editorial staff.
-R. B.
me,
television pouring forth westerns,
Because I satisfy.
detective plots, and occasionally
So come on, pal, be a sport,
a good dtama (which usually
Why longer hesitate?
cannot be seen by those inWith me between your pretty
terested because they hold the
lips,
minority vote).
You'll be quite up to date.
Back to the outside reading
Editor .................................................................. Bennie J. Porter You may not like me right at
again wiilh renewed vigor and
Business Manager . .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ...... .. . ... .. ........... .. Larry Hand
first,
interest. Later, while attempting
Assistant Editor .............................................. .. Royce Bankhead But very soon, I'll bet,
to recall the dream, I chanced a
Assistant Business Manager .. .................................. Joe Baldwin You'll find you just can't get
look upon the campus. Staring
Faculty Advisor ......................................... ............ ... Neil B. Cope
along
blindly back was a single shaft
News Editor ....................................... ....................... Anita Stone Without a cigarette.
of light - Arg! Now my thoughts
News Staff .......... .. Virginia Leatherwood, Mignon Durham,
You've smoked one package, so
dig back into a freshman edition
Sandra Richardson, Patsy Maclin, Linda Henderson,
'I know
of the Bisvn two years ago, and
Sara Sue Helms, Edna Knore, Sandra Harrington,
I've nothing now to fear:
the impression still holds true
Peggy Hodge, Martha Doak, Bill Maples.
When once I get a grip on you,
today. I quote verbatim:
Sports Editor ........... .. ............. .................. ................ .. Jim Brown You're mine for life, my dear.
Sports Staff ...... .............. Ed Higginbotham, Timmy Rhodes,
"167,500,000 milowatt hours
Your freedom you began to lose,
Ken Nicholson, Edna Lamberson, Leon Sizemore, Lewis The very day we met,
are consumed by those 125 glarWalker, Jim Citty, Jimmy Miller, Curry Peacock,
ing carnivorous, saucer-like paraWhen I convinced you it was
Cliff Sharp.
sites which loom ravenously from
smart
Society Editor ........... ......................... ............... ....... Lynn Merrick To smoke a cigarette.
creviced edifices and prey merciSociety Staff ..... ....................................................... Gail Lanier The color fading from your cheek
lesly upon crawling, helpless stuReligious Editor .................................................... Jack Campbell Your fingertips are stained.
dents, striking unmitigated terror
Religious Staff ........ John Lau, Benny Stephens, Dee Hillin.
with every piercing beam. L'et's
And now you'd like to give me
Feature Editor .. :........................................................ . Grace Davis
view with alarm the horizon.
up,
Feature Staff .................... Barbara Campbell, Martha Doak,
Whither are we drifting? What
But, not so, you are chained.
Lanelle Gammill, Linda Henderson, Edna Knore, Virunnatural, ominous force is conYou even took a drink last night
ginia Leatherwood, Kathy Maddox, Ann Richardson,
trolling our activities? Under
I thought you would ere long,
Peggy Strader, Diana Woodie, Sue Vinther, Martha For those whom I enslave soon
what mist of clouds does the
McGill.
future stand obscured?
lose
·
Columnists ................ David Finley, Pat Forsee, Tom Wofford,
This, then is the great probTheir sense of right and wrong.
Ralph Odom, Maurice Haynes, Ann Richardson, Paula
lem which confronts us, which
Year after year I've fettered you,
Obrecht.
Led you blindly on.
presses for answer and solution.
Copy Editor . .. .. . ... . .... ... . ... ... .. ............ ... .. .. ......... .... . .. ... Fay Conley Till now you're just a bunch of
And it is upon you, and you, and
Copy Readers . . ... .. ... ... .. . ...... Georgie Claypool, Gaylon Bach, Nerves with looks and health
yet upon each of us, that the
Edna Knore, Clyde Bowers, John Lau.
yoke of responsibility falls. We
both gone.
Proof Readers .. ..... ......................... Lynn Merrick, Linda Graff
must ally ourselves with that
You're pale and thin, and have
William Ainsworth, Betty Hendrix, Kay Doak.
great principle which down the
a cough,
Cartoonist ................... ............................................... Bob Wallace The Da<:tor says 'T.B.'-It's sad!
corridor · of time has always
Photographer ... .. .... ............. .... .............. ........ ........ ...... Bob Tucker He says you can't expect to live
guided the hand of man, groping
Typist .. . ... . ... ... .... . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. ... . ... ... .. .. .. . .. .... ... . ... Kay McQueen Much longer, thanks to me,
as it were for some faint beacon
Circulation Manager ... ............~................. ............... Margie Clark
that's too bad.
of light, for his hopes and aspira- ,
Circulation Staff ......... .. ........... Sandra Powell, Sue Vinther,
But it's too late to worry now:
tions. In short, we must overNorma Evans, Lanelle Gammill, Ruth Plank, Jeanette When you became my slave,
power the totalitarian regime
New, Gaston Tarbet.
You should have known
which grimaces nightly at us
Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
You'd fill an early grave.
from the ends of long chords. It
is only by breaking these tenOfficial student weekly newspaper published during the And now I've done my best,
regular academic year except holidays and four examination To send your soul to heJI.
acious shackles which bind us
I'll leave you with my partnerthat· a little light may be shed on
weeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
DEATHthis furnocious problem. You who
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936 at
He's come for you-FAREWELL!
Searcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.
hang in the balance, arise!"
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SPOTLIGHT Finley's Findings
ON

HARDING
By Pat Forsee
Although "Charley's Aunt"
was given over a week ago, t
would still like to. make some
comments on the production. The
entire show was an excellent bit
of entertainment, highlighted by
some excellent individual performances. Ron Carter as the
impossible and fantastic imposter-aunt gave a very excellent
and entertaining performance,
quite in contrast to the sophisticated interpretation by Augustine Hendrix.
James Calvert also turned in
a fine performance as one of the
shy, but scheming and charming,
young heroes, as did Odis Clayton, despite his lapses in usage
of British stage dialect. Bill
Grady gave the usual dashing
performance in spite of his inability to maintain the accent.
Though it was a small part, Bob
Baucom as the butler lent the
perfect touch to the already hilarious farce.
The women, I felt, were greatly overshadowed by the men.
The costumes and sets were an
example of what can be done on
a very limited budget which
must cover three plays.
The next production will be a
Shakespearian tragedy, "King
Lear," to be presented Dec 15.
It has been in rehearsal for over
a week and promises to be an
excellent show.
Compliments go to Pat Sutherlin, Petit Jean editor, for her
· very effective setting and presentation of the Petit Jean nominees, and congratulations to the
finalists, Margie Clark, Carole
Thomas, and Juanita Lawrence.

COLOR!COLOR!COLOR!
With Thanksgiving just around
the corner and autumn leaves
falling, eyes focus on color.
Brilliant, depressing, gay, envious; these are a few of the words
that express the .many color
moods.
Some colors suggest
warmth - others coolness. The
colors that you wear effect your
personality.
Seasons of the
year are suggested b:x color;
muted browns and misty\ greysFall; brilliant yellows, pale blues
al}.d violets ---: Spring.
Color Selections
To start your wardrobe select
a basic color or colors that compliment your complexion, hair
or eyes. Midnight blue, earthy
brown, jealous green, or smokey
grey are good basic colors for
almost anyone.
These colors
may be accented with parrot
red, shell pink, plum purple, or
sunshine yellow. Used in the
same ensemble, shades and tints
of the same color are really
"smart."

By David Finley
Thirty million people watch
with bated breath as ' a single
man searches the recesses of his
memory for the answer that can
elevate him into the exalted
rank~ of the rich. He is encased in a sound-proof booth so ·
that there is no danger of assistance from
over-exuberant
members of the audience. A fan
is whirling at the top of the
booth, but it cannot prevent the
sweat which results from violent
emotion to cover the face of the
contestant as he goes through
his ordeal. He is intense concentration personified. This was
the quiz show; the American
people witnessed real life drama
and were entertained by amazing displays of intellect.
Yet it was all a fraud; a hoax
so monstrous that it would have
put P. T. Barnum to shame.
From the parade of witnesses
who have testified to their role
and the roles of others in the '
deceit it is evident that a very
large number of people, probably at least a hundred or more,
were parties to the fraud. The
programs could continue unexposed only through the tacit cooperation of all these people.
Many contestants did not
know that the show was rigged
until they heard the question to
which they had previously been
given the answers. One contestant said that when he heard the
question, he felt like blurting
out, "It's a fake!", but neither
he nor any other contestants
ever did this. This shame is but
one result of a society in which
monetary values have taken precedence over cultural, moral, and
spiritual values. In this pursuit
of the almighty dollar, the only
ethical standard is that of pragmatism.
· This moral decay is "W"idespread, and cannot be blamed
on any one class or race of people, despite the fact that after
the TV scandals broke some people made the astounding discovery that the television industry
was completely controlled by the
Jews. No doubt we will soon
hear that Charles Van Doren and
Stoney Jackson had Semitic
great-great grandmothers.
To make a certain race or cultural group the whipping boy
may satisfy our prejudices and
ease our misgivings about sa<:iety
in general, but this practice is
hardly conducive to the careful
and critical self-examination that
is essential to the preservation
of all democracies. As a nation
we have lost our sense of values;
as a nation we must regain them.

Color Code
Black or white go with any
color or can make a stunning ensemble when used together. For
that "chic" look use no more
than three colors in an ensemble.
Color schemes can be perfectly
planned around a plaid or stripe,
print or polka-dot. Use solid
colors to compliment the stripe'
or plaid. Stripe, plaids, or prints
cause confusion when used together in an ensemble.
Fashion Firsts
Bulky knit sweaters in the
earthy colors are tops on the
collegian's wardrobe list.

Who's Gotta' Win?
The favorite theme of many
yells in the repertoire of each
high school and college tnis fall
is "we gotta win." The implication is that if "we" don't win,

NEW FALL
TIES
TO WEAR
WITH
PRIDE
by

llfembleY
Unusual
textured panels,
deep-tone stripes,
spaced figures,
under-knot
accents, luxurious
wovens ... in
correct colors and
fine ·fabrics.

the world will somehow be enveloped in flames at the final
game-ending gun. If that doesn't
happen, then certainly small
flames will spring up next morning in all the ·grocery stores,
hardware stores, dime stores,
drug stores and filling stations.
It's doubtful that the sun will
rise, and if it does, it will be 0ut
of orbit.
. Actually, we don't "gotta win."
If we don't school and life will
go on much as before. The sun
will rise in its usual orbit the
next morning, and while there
will be regret~ there will be no
cataclysm. Much more important'
is that in this crucial game, the
teams shall be well coached,
that the boys shall play with
spirit and determination, that
they shall play according to the
rules of the game, that they
shall strive to win. These things
'we gotta" do. If after all this
"we" have a better · score than
the opponents, well, that's just
a very desirable and much appreciated bonus.
Perhaps this "we gotta win"
business is just an exaggeration
to spur a bunch of boys on to
greater effort. Maybe we merely
ought to recognize it as such.
If it means that we must try to
win: under the letter and spirit
of the code that governs the
game, we'll buy that. If it means
that winning is all there is to
the game, then somebody is on
the wrong track.
-Selected

$1.50 up

L~mberson,Organ,

Students Select
Christensen Win Finalists_for PJ
In SA Elections Queen In Chapel

Kirsten Christensen, Edna Lamberson and Virginia Organ are
May queen finalists chosen Tuesday, Nov. 17, in
student election following presentation of
candidates in assembly.
Later the student , body will
make final selectio{i of the
Queen of the May Fete and she
will be presented in May Day
ceremonies next spring.
Kirsten Christensen,
junior
home economics major from
Hitchcock, S. Dak., represented
Kappa Phi social club. Last year
she was sophomore women's representative on the Student Council and president of Kappa Phi.
Kappa Kappa Kappa's nominee,
Edna Lamberson, is a junior physical education and political
science major from Hammond,
Ind. She is a member of SNEA
and the Bison staff.
Virginia Organ, who represented Omega Phi social club, is
senior elementary education
major from Shreveport, La. She
is a member o.f a cappella chorus
and women's ensemble.

a

a

Buy From BISON Ads!
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Carole Thomas is a senior home
economics major from Corning,
Ark., who was chosen queen
candidate by Alpha Epsilon Chi
men's social club. Last year she
was May Queen, junior class
favorite and a member o.f Kappa
Phi social club.

---1•-..
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Cleaning Job

Finalists in the recent student
body election for queen • of the
Petit Jean are Margie Clark,
Juanita Lawrence and Carole
Thomas.
The queen will be chosen from
these three in a later student
body election and will be announced with the publication of
'the yearbook. '
MargiEf Clark is a junior elementary major · from Hope, Ark.
Chosen to represent Mohican
men's social club in the competition, she is a member of Kappa
Kappa Kappa social club, circulatiqn manager of the Bison and
secretary of the band.
A senior spech major from
Belle Plaine, Kan., Juanita Law-'
rence represented Tri Sigma
social club. She is a member of
Omega Phi women's social club,
Campus Players and SNEA.
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Students find the task of cleaning mortar from old bricks
a pleasant one as both men and women join in the effort.
Approximately 60 students volunteered their services in
an effort to clear a newly purchased area for a parking
lot across the street from the College Laundry. The used
bricks are to be sold to provide further funds for the new "
Bible building.

A Big Effort

+

J YOU'RE WELCOME

AMAZING NEW
CEILING

SMITH - VAUGHN
MERCANTILE

TO

Deluxe
Barber Shop

201 - 2.0 5 West Arch
Phone . 1
YOUR WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

as seen on
JACK PAAR
NBC·TY
Show

Welton

Walls

Cooper

West Side of Court House
+-1C1t- 11-m1-n-•-•-'A-•-•-•'1-'

Accessory Pieces

@mstrong
C'-ASSIC
CUSHIONTONE
Classic Cushiontone soaks up
noise and gives your home
today's smart, new look. It
costs only $27.72 for the
average 10' x 12' room, and
you can easily install it
yourself. It is wasbable, repaintable, and permanentit won't crack, chip, or peel.
Other Armstrong ceilings as
low aa 00¢ sq. ft;

Continental Suits
Shirts - Ivy League
Sweaters

Wood-Freeman

COTHERNS MEN STORE

LUMBER COMPANY

llllllJllllllClllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllUllllllllllllClllllll

Lamps

Chairs

We have a complete line of furniture
for a home or apartment at reasonable prices.

Ham's ,Furniture Store

With intent eyes on their prey, a pack of Sub Ts give chase

to an Alpha Phi Kappa ball carrier. Though the Sub T-16
crew provided close competition, Alpha Phi Kappa emerged
victor with a 12-0 score.

Vinson
Friendly ESSO

· Highway 6 7E

TOP VALUE STAMPS

PIZZA!!!
Mrs. Harris has ~mployed the cook used by Jay. He
cooks for you the fine PIZZA, RAVIOLI, SPAGHETTI &
MEAT BALLS, as well as American dishes.

CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP
310 N. Spring
• Claude
• Julian
•Ode

Mrs. Harris' Cafe

Anti Freeze Check
Steam Cleaning -

$4.00

Mufflers

Spring & Pleasure
·Searcy, Arkansas
PHONE 911

Hiway 67 South
TELEPHONE 969

Always Welcome

SHOE FOR FAL_I,.

'Y

at the
IDEAL SHOP
THE SEARCY

BANK
Lovebright Diamond Rings

Your·Bank of Friendly S~rvice

The registered dia'!'onds that assure you of permanent
value always.
·•
•

Sterling Silver by Graham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
China by Lenox and Syracuse

e Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonbury

Member F.D.l.C.
Two watch repairmen for the finest in

Heuer~s

Shoe Store

3 15 NORTH SPRUCE
West Side of Court House

Jewelry and Watch Repair

PARRISH JEWELRY
Phone 431

Court Square

Searcy, Ark.
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Roach Weds·McCoy
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Oriental Club Guests
of Dr. and Mrs. Benson

Sophs Trip Over Stars While Walking
·On Clouds; Take New Look.At World
by Kathy Maddox

I walked into the room. There was something
well, let's say "different" about it. Then it hit me. "Hey,
who turned the world up side down?" I stood there on
the sky looking up into t h e o - - - - - - - - - - - ground. "Oh, is that what evening while "The Fatal Quest"
the tops of trees look like?" was performed by six sophomore

·='<= ,,,.,,.,.,,.

Sidewalks wound their way girls. Claudette Faulk was the "I"(=·. .·.=.;==··
...
around the garden with lamp princess; Carolyn Hall, the king; •:
posts along Atkinson Avenue ex- Ann ,Bixler, the queen; Lois Cobb, :): .·· ·
tending down from the ground. the duke; and Linda Seastrunk
Oops, .musn't step on any stars and Georgie Claypool, the cur- J . . =/
- bad luck, you know. Under tains. This was followed by a · :
the cir cumstances, however, I male 'Quartet of Jerry Atkinson,
didn't feel like I was walking on Jerry Burks, Jim Howard and •
clouds - I was walking on them! Carl Cheathem. Swoon! Butch
Making my way about the sky, McLarey played the guitar and
Mary Elizabeth Bolen, the piano.
I took a look at the inhabitants.
Just before the party broke
A .strange taste they had, I must
say. They were wearing all their up, I walked around the walls
(no, I'm not shy ) to go window
clothes inside out - now w ait
shopping. These sophomores are
a minute, there's more and
really .industrious people. They
backwards! That's right!' Everyeven brought along their own
where I walked, even through
Nicholson's butcher
they would burst out laughing, stores shop, Gaither's grocery, Pete's
their pockets and shoulder pads
barber shop, and, oh, who's shop
shaking. A gay crowd it was.
By now I h a d decided it was is that over there?
Finally, though, unable to turn
those sophomores I had been extime backwards, the sophomores
pecting at the Legion Hut on
turned the world right side up,
Nov. 5 .
said h ello, and went home. Oh,
"Well, good-bye there! Nice
who am I you say? I was the
seeing you here." After everyone
Miss Nelda Roach and John McCoy were married Sunday, Nosaid their good-by~'s, they had Spirit of the party.
vember 15, at 2 p.m. in the Downtown church of Christ. Dr.
refreshments and set out for
Joe Spaulding performed the ceremony and Dr. George Bond
entertainment, which included Northern Club Plans
gave the bride away. Miss Jo Meadows was maid of honor and
backwards relay races. I then Display For Lectureship
Mr. A. R. McCoy, father of the groom, was best man.
sat back and enjoyed a delightful
The Northern Lights club held
a meeting Thursday, Nov. 5, in tureship week. After the short the experiences he had there this
Beta Phi Kappa Headed the Science Building. Plans were business meeting, Robert Brown past summer.
By Reese and Adkerson discussed f<?r the display for Lee.:. spoke on the work in Maine and The Northern Lights. club

I=•
=
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The Oriental Club members
ere the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
eorge Benson Sunday evening,
ov. 15.
The group was shown slides of
Mrs. Benson,'.s trip to Europe and
he Holy Land. Afterwards rereshme·n ts were served.
The new officers for the fall
emester are : John Lau, pres.;
am Belo, vice-pres.; Kathy Madox, sec.; Dennie Kelly, treas.;
d Norma Thomas, rep.
The purpose of the Oriental
lub is to create an interest in
he work of the church in the
rient.
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eets the first Thursday night
he Science Building. Everyone
int erested in the work of the
church in the northern part of
he United States is urged to atend these meetings.
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Stores ·
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Shop and Save

~
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Searcy Fabric Center
102 N. Spring

East End
Barber Shop
1515 E. Race Ave.
Across from Hart's Garage
TV -

Comfortable Chairs
Free Parking

ii

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

I

Raymond Hill
Childers
Joe Cunningham

!
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BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO TRADE

SOUTHERN
AUTO STORE

THE GREEN BARN FLORIST ,
Corsages - Arrangements - Gifts - Novelties

207 North Oak

Phone 336

Elizabeth Ann Shop
Watch For The Opening OF Our New Location

SHOP and SAVE

STERLING STORES

··-;::;------

"Be Thrifty"

Searcy's Leading Sc-$1.00

*

for your every need
Completely Remodeled

*

The Pit

f ~"\f 01\\'ff.S
\~
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Welcomes Harding Students
BACK FOR THE NEW YEAR.
AUTUMN
LEAVES

Satisfy your hunger pains
WITH OUR DELICIOUS SHORT ORDERS

Searcy Laundry and Cleaners.

To all new Students .of
Harding College ••• We
wish the best of everything.

with

Next door to Kroh's
WE WELCOME HARDING
FACULTY AND STUDENTS

Use Bison Ads!

Congratulations

COMING SOON

STOP -

11 +

i

I
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Dress Fabrics
Specializing ln Custom Made
Draperies
Pattems-Belts-Buttons
Notions of all kinds

Harding Business Women held
their monthly meeting Tuesday
evening, Nov. 10, in the Empire
Room with 25 members and one
guest present.
Irene Johnson, president, presided over the business me€ting . .
The program, "Success and
Happiness in Your Job," was
presented in skit-fonn by Pat
Young, Wanda Gwin, and Jane
Lentz.

f every month iri Room 200 of

I

The six new members initiated
into Beta Phi Kappa are Robert
Atkins, Harmon Brown, Bill
Moore, Jerry Yates, Floyd Set:
vidge, and David Davidson.
Bill Moore and Jerry Yates
were named co-captains of the
rag-tag team at the first meeting.
The club elected Edna Knore
as its queen and Edward Sewell
as its sponsor.
, Officers are: Clyde Reese,
pres.; Roy Adkerson, · vice-pres.;
James Martin, sec.; Wayne Davis,
treas. ; a nd David Davidson, rep.

Harding Bus. Women
Hold Monthly Meeting

by

We Specialize in Bar-B-Cued Chicken

Highway 67 East

REED

CLASSIC ROSE
by REED & ·BARTON

& BARTON

WEST WIND

RHO DORA

TARA

SILVER WHEAT
by REBD & BARTON

Open until 11 :00

Two for the price of one on all cleaning.
EXAMPLE: 2 pair of pants or two skirts for $.SO

Pick Up Service

Banquet service for over 300.

Bargain Counter
$2.91 $3o99
$2.88

by

REED ~ BARTON

KINGSLEY

WHEAT

Ex~ellent

Dining Room ·
and Coffee Shop.
Two of the most famous names in fine tableware Reed & Barton Sterling - Lenox China. Register
your pattern choices with us for the convenience
1
of friends and relatives.

OUR THANKS.

Mrs. R. H. Branch

Phillis Smith
Jim Smith

Mayfair Hotel

Modern Shoe Store
Register for the Guess the Free~e Contest

GARRISON JEWELRY CO.·
Wat~h Repair an~ Engraving

WEST SIDE OF COURT HOUSE SQUARE
..,_,_..._..._,,,,_._.._,..,,.....,._,,.._,'-"'-"'-.,..._,"-"''-"'--"'-,,..._,,'-""--"--..h'\ I

Phone 225

Searcy. Ark.

Omega Phis Entertain lntramura~ Activities
Three Former Members Encourage Theta Ps.is
The regular meeting of Omega To Order Sweat Shirts

Soda/ Jlipltligltts ·
LYNN MERRICK, Society Editor

--------------:--------------.JI

Bijitsu Club
Plans Field Trips
To Art Galleries
Bijitsu began the year with 13
members. Officers elected are
Bob Wallace, pres.; Dick Hackett,
vice-pres.; Sandy Powell, sec.treas.; Sarah Jones, rep. The
other members are Stan Shewmaker, Betty Cobb, Bob Privitt,
Bonnie Stotts, Earnest Weare,
Pat Maclin and Walt Evans.
The meetings are designed to
meet special interests of those in
the field of art. Included in the
functions throughout the year
are educational trips to well
known art · museums and galleries in this section of the country.
Anyone interested in art is
urged to join Bijitsu, co-spon-

Beta Tau Gamma
Plans Third Function

Phi was held Monday, Nov. 9,
with Becky Barganier and Ann
Allison serving as hostesses. A
date was chosen for the club
banquet and a report concerning
the recent Interclub Council
meeting was given. Pictures 0£
formal initiation and "open
house" were passed around and
plans made to have a third fqnction in the near future.
Saturday, Nov. 7, Omega Phis
welcomed three former members,
Betty Baker Coile, Betty Clark
and Pat Gay back on campus
with an informal supper get-together in the Empire Room. Betty Clark and Pat Gay are at
present employed i:n Memphis,
and Betty Coile resides in Wewoka, Okla., with her husband.

At the regular meeting of
Beta Tau Gamma, Monday, Nov.
9, Irma Haney was chosen as the
Inter-Club Council representative. Committees were then assigned for the third function to
be held Dec. 11 at the Legion
Hut.
The club project for the year
is to support a student at Ibaraki Christian College in addition to helping the Inter-Club
Council Pay-for-a-Day here at
Harding.
Club pins were ordered by the Films On Germany: Italy
new girls, and Myra Dasher gave
a talk on posture to close the Shown To European Club
meeting.
Nov. 3 the European Club met
Representing Beta Tau as May to see films on Italy and the
Queen nominee
be Fay Con- Ruhr Valley. of Germany. Films
ley.
on other European countries will
be shown later in the year. The
sored by Mrs. Perry Mason and
club also discussed further plans
Herb Dean.
for their activities during lectureship week.
The European Club meets
semi-monthly in apartment D in
Sewell Hall. The next meeting
will be December 1 at 8:45. Visitors are always welcome.
Cosmetics

rm

Stotts Drug Store
FEATURING:

Marcelle
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins

For all your Drug Needs see Stotts Drug
SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

It was decided at the last regular meeting of the Theta Psis
to obtain sweat shirts which will
be used during intramural activities.
_
The main topic for discussion
was the third function, and food
and recreation committees were
chosen. The date will be chosen
later.

Nine New Members
For Sigma Tau Sigma
The Sigma Tau Sigma social
club has chosen Mary Redwine,
a senfor from Cordell, Okla., as
their club queen. . Since being
chosen, Mary has kept the members well supplied with cakes,
cookies, and other delights.
Nine new members installed
after a rough pledge week are
Odenn Parker, Gary Carson, Tom
Gaines, Kenny Howell, Orville
Brown, Mike Richardson, Marvin
Ricket, Donnie Shafer, and Jerry
Allison.

Oege Beau Entertains
Members With Party
Wayne Gaither, Oege's club
beau, could possibly have started
another tradition at Harding.
Monday night, Nov. 2, Wayne
gave the members of the club a
party and served ice cream and
a cake decorated with the Oege
emblem.
Applauded into -a speech, Mr.
Gaither thanked the members
for his election as their beau.
This received the response of
"Let us call you sweetheart" by
the Oeges.
•!•1111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c1111111111nc111111111111c•:•
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KODAK FILM

__

SOLD

--==~ -=o
5c & l Oc-Qudrts 20c

Deliv.ery Service

*
HOUNDAWG

Excellent Service

*

Best Food

North Walnut
at East Race

(Dirty Buck I

(Just. north of
D-X Station)

$10.95

~

Tri-Kappas To Have
December Banquet

Co Ihe con To Present
Style Program Tonight
Mr. Selwyn Loeb, of Gus Blass
Co. in Little Rock, will present
a program on style and ~rdina•
tion in dress tonight at 7 :30 in
the main auditorium..
All Harding women, both students and faculty wives, are invited to attend this program
sponsored by the Colhecon Club.
Mr. Loeb, divisional merchandise manager in charge of sportswear and accessories at Blass,
will present a program, complete
with models and costumes, on
style and color coordination in
dress, the possibilities of accessories and economical selection of fashions.
Mr. Loeb did under-graduate
and gr~duate work in business
and retailing at the University of

Developed at

Ii

~

Student Center

~ i

e

~ I'
I
j

Houndawg
(Dirty Buck)

MOCCASIN SLIP-ON. Casual livingl Yau
hardly know you're wearing them.

FAMILY
SHOE
STORE
East Side
Court Square

Fraters Choose Hobby
To Fill Veep Position

l

Johnson
SEWING CENTER

Goods.

NECCHl-ELNA
Sewing Machines
Sales, service and repair on
all makes sewing machines
and vacuum cleaners.

1

110 E. Center
Ph. 1456
Searcy, Ark.

1
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THE TOT SHOP
i

Loden Gr~en

$9.95

The Theta Alpha Gamma social
club recently gained full status
among the Harding social clubs.
Better known on the campus as
TAG, Theta Alpha Gamma is
made up of 30 married couples,
giving it the largest membership
of any club on campus.
With its membership including
both men and women, a number
of which are not students, TAG
is unique among the social clubs.
Its new status will permit it to
furnish a nominee for both the
Petit Jean Queen and May Fete
Queen in the future. They will
also have a representative on the
women's interclub council.
Charles Boddy is president of
the club and Harold Bowie is the
faculty sponsor.

Finest in
Bakery

I

Scarlet Feather

Beav&r Brown

TAG's Gain Full Status
Rated As Largest Club

I r-------1'1

AII en s
IHarding College I J Qua Ii f y
I Book Store 11 Baker y
~

The Kappa Kappa Kappa so- .
cial club held its regular business
meeting Monday night, Nov. 9.
The main item of business was
the banquet, and December 11
was chosen as the date and the
Roberson's Rendezvzous Restaurant as the place. Committee
heads appointed were: food, Ferra Sue Sparks; invitations, Kathy
M1;1ddox;
entertainment,
Jan
Morton; and decorations, Margie
Clark. It 'was decided to postpone the third function until
next semester. Plans were made
to make a new key to go in the
Student Center and Edna Lamberson was put in charge of arrangements.

At the last meeting of the
Pittsburgh.
He has
as Fraters, David Hobby was electassistant buyer
and worked
merchandiser; he is now assistant to the ed vice-president. This was the
first meeting of the Fraters with
president of Blass company.
their new members who are:
Tom Brister, Stan Combs, C. L.
Fugit, Phil Hobbs, Paul Hobby,
I
E. D. Leigh, Gene Lindsey, Pat
McGee, Lyman Parsons, Ken
r
Randolph, Gene Stewart, Charles
Thompson, Eugene · Underwood,
and Frank Viser.
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Pan Amedcart oam. . Team
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Fifteen new members were
welcomed into Pioneers at Camp
Wlydewood
following
pledge
week. They are: Harold Becker,
Don Blair, Ben Booker, Tommy
Clark, Ray Dearin, Gary Elliott,
Jim Evans, Al Ferrill, Tom Finley, Bill Pruitt, James Ruble,
Larry Scroggs, Lester Risner,
Harry Westerholm, and Johnny
Westerholm.
Plans were completed for the
club "hobo party" to be held at
Bee Rock, Saturday, Nov. 21.
Plans are also in the making for
the banquet.
Behind the errorless pitching
of Ben Camp, the club bounced
back from the defeat by the
Koinonias to win the American
League softball tournament by
trouncing the Koinonia Club in
the second game. The Pioneers
continued their winning ways by
defeating the Galaxy club in rag
tag football.

Get Your Film

§

for yard work.

et the offlciat uniform lloy tto.• United Stai.

~
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CHUKICA IOOT. Sturdy, handsome, Ideal

Hueh Puppl•• have bHn ulected aa part

g
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Hobo Party On Tap
As Pioneer Function

I

We have anything you need for infants through teens.

The 3 R's of Good Eating

Ko berso n's
Kendezvous
Ke sta uran t
Serving Good Food for 26 Years
Joe Baldwin at the organ several nights a week.

,
1

Three doors west of the Rialto Threater.
SAVE BY STOPPING AT THE T 0 T SH 0 P

+---·---------------·--·-------------·-·-·--+

Trawicks. Appliance Store
All ,Major Appliances
Small Appliances, Irons, Mixers, Skillets, Coffee Makers
·
and Many Other Items
Electric Heaters (all sizes)
Gas Heaters
Televisions
WE SERVICE ALL MODELS

2115 E. Race

Phone 1297

HARDING COLLEGE
Grime Kills More
People Than Bullets

Laundry and Cleaners
Serving Colle9e and Community
Phone 11 0
Searcy, Ark.
Gregg Rhodes, Mgr.

I

D~y

Cleaning Fluff Dry
Finished Laundry Damp Dry
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Searcy,. Ark.

Students Learn
Fencing Skills
From Professor
By Virginia Leatherwood
Would you like to develop
your coordination and lea,rn to ·
be more graceful? Why. not join
the fencing club? Billy D.
Verkler, sociology professor, organl.zed this club three years
ago and at the present time it
has ten members.
When Mr. Verkler was attending Ar k~nsas State College, he
became acquainted with the art
Professor Billy Verkler (left) demonstrates thrust technique
of fencing through one of his colto a member of the fencing club. The club is open to both
leagues, Miller Williams, who
men and women.
had organized fencing clubs in
Hendrix, Ark., and at Arkansas they will participate in intercolState Teachers College.
Wil- legiate matches.
liams' brother was the state
Fencing is one of the fastest
champion fencer when intercol- sports and tends to develop skill,
Girls
Boys
legiate fencing was held in Ar- coordination and grace in the in3:00-4:30 1:30-3:00
kansas.
Williams ta,ught Mr. dividual. ·Good requirements for Mon.
Verkler who now is teaching fencing are: a sense of balance, Tues.
3:00-4:30
those interested in the sport .
coordination, sharp reflexes, and Wed.
1:30-3:00 3:00-4:30
However, Mr . Thurs.
Fencing, Verkler explained, is a sharp eye.
3:00-4:00 7:00-8:30
a sport which develope d out of Verkler added, these qualities, if Fri.
7:00-9:00 3:00-4:00
the early duels during ·the Mid- lacking in the individual, can be
Sat.
7:00-9:00 4:00-5:00
develo!)€d
by
fencing.
dle Ages. Three· types of swords
3:00-4:30 1:30-3:00
were used: the dueling sword
Practice sessions are held Sun.
epee, the saber, and the foil , three times · each week: Tuesday *Monday evening is open for
which is the most common. Club at 6:30, Thursday at 4:00, and organized groups.
members use the foil. Some of Friday at 4:00. Any of these
the basic movements the begin- sessions are open to intereste d Greatness:
ner learns are the on guard, ad- persons; it is not necessary to
"He is not great who is not
vance, leap, thrust and lunge. At be experienceQ. in the art of
great ly good."
-Shakespeare
the present time, ·members who fencing. Dues of $1 p€r semester, Wisdom:
have learned these techniques include cost for equipment used
"Wisdom is the principle thing ;
are fencing each other. After in the lessons. The fencing club therefore, get wisdom · and in all
they become more advanced, is open to both men and women.
thy getting, get understanding ."

SWIMMING POOL

SCHEDULE

Thur., Nov. 26 ..
Sat., Nov. 28 .. .. ..
Mon., Nov. 30 ....
Wed., Dec. 2 .... :.
Fri., Dec: 4 .. .. ... .
Tue., Dec. 8 ... .. ..
Thur., Dec 10 ....
Sat., Dec. 12 ... ..
Jan. 1 and 2 .. .. ..
Tue., Jan. 5 .... ...
Sat., Jan. 9 .. .. .. ..
Tue., Jan. 12 .... ..
Thur., Jan. 14 .. .
Tue., Jan. 19 ......
Fri., Jan. 22 .......
Sat., Jan. 23 .. .. ..
Sat., Jan. 30 .. .....
Mon., Feb. 1 .......
Tue., Feb. 2 . .. . ...
Fri., Feb. 5 .. .. .. ...
Tue., Feb. 9 .. . .. ..
Fri., Feb. 12 .. .. ...
Tue., Feb. 16 .. .. ..
Fri., Feb. 19 .. .. .. .
Sat., Feb. 20 ......
Tue., Feb. 23 .... ..

~sketball

Character:

Schedule

John Brown U ......... Searcy (4:00 p.m.)
Bethel College ...... ·. ... .. McKenzie, Tenn.
Freed-Hardeman ........ Henderson, Tenn.
Ark. Tech. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... . .. ... .. . Russellville
Ark. A & M .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Monticello
Hendrix .. ...... .. ....... ... .. . ...... .. .. .. .. ... Conway
Bethel College .... .......................... Searcy
Ozarks ............... ............ .. ... .. .... .. .. .. Searcy
Invitation Tournament . .. .. ......... Searcy
Henderson ... .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. Searcy
Ouachita .. ... .. .. . ... .. . ... .. ... .. .. ..... .... Searcy
Ark. College .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... . Searcy
Southern State .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Magnolia
Christian Brothers ... .. ... Memphis, Tenn.
Ark. A & M .......... .. .. ..... .. ............. Searcy
A. S. T. C. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .... . .. .. . ......... Searcy
Hendrix .. .. .. . ... .. .. ..... .. ........... ...... . Searcy
John Brown U . :............... Siloam Springs
Ozarks .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .... Clarksville
Henderson .. . .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. Arkadelphia
Ark. Tech. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. Searcy
Ouachita ... .. .... . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Arkadelphia
Ark. College ... . .... .. .. ... .... .. . .. .... Batesville
Freed-Hardeman . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . Searcy
Southern State ........... .. ......... ... :.. Searcy
A. S. T. C. .. ................... .. ............. Conway

J'OU

99 ESSO

Berryhill's
Sporting Goods

FRIENDLY SERVICE

We have the best

Phone 99

in all types

Guy's Drive Inn

. Bowl for Fun arid Health

**

EAST RACE STREET

(an alumnus of Harding)

Seafood Basket - Shrimp Oysters in Season

Phone 2397

Fish

TIRES-BATTERIES-ANTl-FREEZE
Complete Con Servicing
PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

Super Conoco Service Station
Walter E. Dawson

WITH THE BEST IN REPArRS

E. Race and Blakeney

Night Phone 854-W

. OFFICE SUPPLIES

This handsome Curlee suit
Is right for you, right now.
Its impeccable tailoring,
marked by knowing attention
to fashion's fine details, marks
you as a man who cares.
Come In and browse ••• you'll
find the full line of new fall and
winter Curlee suits. It's wise
to select now, while Curlee's
complete range of
models in varied
fabrics and fresh
SUITS
patterns is still
available.
$39.95

Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging

Searcy·, Ark.

WE HAVE COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

Day Phone 420

are, sir"

Van-Atkins

Jumbo Hamburgers
Chicken in the Basket

with
French Fried Potatoes, French Fried Onions,
Hot Buttered Rolls

Hart. Auto. Service

" Character is what we are in
the dark."

..Correct

of Sports Equipment

Ten' Pin Lanes

"The diamond that scratches
over other stones."

Phone 921

JOB PRINTING

Remington Rand Agency
Sales and Service on All Makes

Fi°ling Equipment and Furniture

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

1:f

Rubber Stamp,s

1:f Spiral

1:f Remington

1:f Lindy Pens
Commercial

Subject Books
Rand Typewriters

Nichols Radio & TV Service
1303 E. Race

Phone 398

PRINTING COMPANY
Stick To Fit In School

INCORPORATED

Telephone 1071

104 W. Race Ave.

America's Best Fashion Shoe Value

TOWN &COUNTRY
Congratulations Students
on· your opportunity to attend
Harding Col!ege

,

e
e
e

BLACK KID
AAA to B
4 to 10

Tale of Two Cities!.

.

$9.95

LET US SERVE YOU

SECURITY BANK
A Friendly lnstit~tion

You saw it in SEVENTEEN
Many Other Styles To Choose From

Kroh' s Shoe Department
ACROSS FROM MAYFAIR HOTEL

Among Western Hemisphere cities
with the largest per capita enjoyment of
Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny
New Orleans and chilly Montreal. When we sq.
''Thirst Knows No SeasC?n," we've said
a cheerful mouthful.
So don't take any lame excuses about its
not being hot enough for Coca-Cola. Forget
the temperature and drink up!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola

Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

Alpha Phi Kappa Downs Sub T•16
On Late Scoring For 12·0 Victory

By JIM BROWN
Coach Hugh Groover's basket- cause of his injury.
ball team has dwindled down to
Other players who are expect17 men in preparation for their ed to see much action are:
first game with John Brown UniBennett Wood: A 6'3" forward
versity on Thanksgiving.
who can rebound and is a good
The loss of top scorers Fred defensive man, . but must prove
Massey and Ruel Evans through he can hit under game pressure.
Jim Citty: Citty will start at
graduation has le.ft a big hole to
one
of the three forward posifill. Much of the responsibility
for scoring will be left to teani tions. A hot and cold scorer, Jim
captain Leo~ McQueen. Mc- is a good ma~ on the boards and
Citty
Queen, probably Harding's best a top defensive man.
all-around player, can shoot, re- should have his best year.
Dwight Smith: Dwight is a
bound, and is a good defensive
m an . Leon played a great deai tough little guard with speed to
of last season with a bad leg burn. Smith showed marked imand missed several games b~ provement last year over the
previous year and should be
even better this year.
Gerald Casey: Gerald played
We have moved to a only
part time last year but·
new location on WEST looked really good toward the
MARKET and we wish end of the year. Casey could be
this year's surprise player; he
for all our old and new has
all the tools.
customers to come
Ken Nicholson: If Ken continues to improve at the rate he
to see us.
was at the close of last season,
it"s going to be hard to keep him
out of the starting lineup. When
asked if he thought he would be
cut from the squad this year
(jokingly), he replied, "He can't
cut his starting' guard can he?"

by

Cato's
Barber Shop

WILLIAM WALKER STUDIO
Photo9rapher
South 'Side of Court Square

Free Grease Job
With Each 10 Gallon Purchase of Gasoline

Wallace Takes Trophy

Searev

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

Highway 67E

403 West Arch

Phone 2362

Across from KWCB

Opening ·Date~ November 13
SHOES WITH NAMES YOU KNOW

e
e
e

e
e
e

French Fries
Big Burger-30c
Bar-B-Q-30c
Malts-30c
Footlong Hot Dogs-25c
Shakes-~Sc
• Sundaes-15c-25c
Call in your order and it will be ready when
you drop by to pick it up.

De Liso Debs
Naturalizer

REGISTER FOR THE
THREE FOR FREE
Widths aaaaa to c

Sizes 4 to 12

FROZEN DELITE

In Intramural Program;

Two Leagues Formed
With the intramural football
and softball seasons in the past
for another ,year, volleyball has
made its entrance. Due to the
large number of participants, the
teams have been divided into
two leagues. The Forrest League
is made up of the Oaks, Pines,
Elms, Faculty No. 2, Cedars, Willows, Firs, Palms, Maples and
Spruces. The Planet League consists of the Earth, Pluto, Faculty
No>. 1, Neptune, Uranus, Mercury,
Venus, Saturn, Mars and Jupiter.
In this first week of play there
were two rounds played. In the
first round in the Forest League
the Oaks won twice by defeating
the Pines and the Willows, the
Elms downed both the Faculty
and the Palms while the Maples
we re winning over the Spruce
and Firs. In other games of this
league the Cedars, Pines, Palms
and Spruces each won one.
Over in the Planet League the
Faculty No. 1 defeated Neptune
and Pluto, Uranus downed M.ercury and Mars, while the representatives from Venus edged
by both Saturn and Neptune.
Earth, Mars, Mercury, and Saturn
also got in the win column of
the , week by getting the nod in
one contest each.
With one week of play on the
books, all teams will be fielding
men with experience under their
belts, many for the first time.
With this 'fact in mind we can
expect to see several improved
ballplayers in the remaining
_gam
__e_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Meyers seems to think his age
is beginning to slow him down
some, but intramual softball
players still refer to him as
"Rapid Robert." or "Bullet Bob."
John Lasater - Mr. Lasater
played four years of high school
football at Watertown, Tenn.
This high school team w as undefeated all four years. He played
college football at Cumberland
University. .
Harold Bowie Mr. Bowie
participated in basketball, track,
baseball, and football at Conway
High School. He pitched and
played second base in baseball,
played guard in basketball, and
was a halfback in football. Mr.
Bowie played on district championship teams in football and
basketball.

Kroh

CROWN

i

Ladies Apparel j Clothing Co.
WELCOMES
Faculty and Students

Dress and Campus
305 N .. Spruce
tf" •-•-a-•-•-•-•-•-1111-..-e+

Phone 909

City Tire Service
SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

Recapping -

Retreading -

Vulcanizing
1502 E. Race

WELCOMES
STOP -

Harding College Students and Faculty

LOOK -

LISTEN

for those money saving bargains

Complete Service on any make cars or trucks

.

~

SOUTH MAIN STREET, HIGHWAY 67 SOUTH
ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

.

Across from White County Motor Co.

Phone 364

Nite 1585

SerVicenter

Moore's

Finest in White County

Highway 67 East

Connie Quattlebaum
FURNITURE STORE

MARKET

-

White County Motor Co.
Searcy

l

Finest Quality in Searcy

Come and see us for ALL
your needs in
READY TO WEAR

CALL 188

'ssUPE~
Oe

I

Across from May.fair Hotel

. BILL BALL, Owner

Highway 67 East

Volleyball Takes Over

r·-.._. _____,._. ______·r

SPECIALIZING IN:

Open from 9 a.m. to 12 midnight

Town and Country
Show Off

Talkington
Gulf Station
GULF PRODUCTS

.U-u-m-m-m Good

KROH'S SHOE DEPT.
(Across from Mayfair Hotel}
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By Ed Higginbotham
This article is a continuation
of one started several weeks ago
In •club football this week the
on some of our faculty members
w inning Galaxies.
Alpha Phi Kappas remained unThe Sigma Taus remained the Its purpose is to show why Hardefeated by downing the Sub Ts
only undefeated team in the ding's faculty wins consistently
by the score of 12-0. The A.P.K.s
American League by downing the in intramural sports. Let's look
scored late in the third quarter
previously undefeated Indepen- at a few more of our faculty
on a pass to 'Ray Griffin to break
dents in a well-played game 12-0. members:
a scoreless deadlock. Anderson
The Koinonias continue to
Carl Allison - Coach Allison
scored the other touchdown for
prove themselves a club to be participated in high sch'OOl footthe winning t eam. Outstanding
reckoned with in club sports by ball, basketball, baseball, and
defensive play was displayed by
knocking off the Pioneers to the rack at McAlester, Okla. He
Dave Meadows for Alpha Phi
tune of 31-30. The pa mg of won all state honors in football
while Bob Mitchell did an excelHerman Melian proved the dif- and baseball and was an alllent job for the Sub Ts. The
ference as all but one of the American high school fullback.
Alpha Phis are assured of a spot
Koinonia touchdowns came via At the University of Oklahoma,
in the championship game.
the air route.
Coach Allison lettered four years
In other games of the week
n baseball and four years in
the Galaxy downed the T.A.G.
ootball. In 1954 he played in
in a hard fought game 19-12.
the Orange Bowl football game
Bud Gentry was the outstanding In Cross-Country Run
n Florida.
player of the ga~e as he picked
Bob Wallace, senior, won the
While at Oklahoma, Coach Alup most of the yardage for the intramural cross country run ison made the all big 7 team,
with a time of nine minutes and all-Midwest, and Scholastic AllNicholson is only a sophomore, 30 seconds.
American. He also played in the
but this could be his year to
This year's course was length- famous East-West Bowl game in
spine.
ened considerably over previous San Francisco. He was drafted
Larry Brakefield: Brakefield is years. The race was run in ex- by the Chicago Bears professiona freshman but plays like he has tremely cold weather - across al football team, but he chose to
been around a long time. It is bridges, a railroad trestle, fields, go directly into coaching. To
apparent that this tall slim boy and six fences. Wallace said of say the least, Car1 Allison is a
from Louisiana has played some the cold, "Man, I lit out and credit to Harding College.
Bob Meyers _ Mr. Meyers
good basketball. He could be nearly froze to death."
Bob said that Don Blair, who played high school softball, basjust what the team needs to
won the second place trophy, ketball, and football in Oklamake it a winner.
others who probably will see pushed him all the way. "He homa. He was offered a football
a lot of action this year are nearly caught me one time when scholal-ship to A.C.C., but he defreshmen Steve Smith, David 1 fell over a fence," said Bob. clined it to study Bible at Freed
Mr. Meyers was
Simpson, Billy Wheeler, David Ben Miller came in strong for a Hardeman.
more outstanding in softball
Smith, and Timmy Rhodes. third place finish.
Everyone got a fast start, but than any other sport. He has
Transfers Bob Tucker and Jim
Wallace took the lead right away played on several really good
Redding also look good.
Bob softball teams.
For instance,
The Bisons' first home game and never was headed.
is a week away, so let's all make worked out for about two weeks during his three years in the
plans to attend the; game be- prior to the race. This is the Army, his team didn't lose a
tween our Harding Bisons and third consecutive year he has game.
He played on the team which
John
Brown University on entered the cr-0ss country run,
Thanksgi~ng.
coming in fifth, third, and fh;st won the major league softball
Boost the Bisons.
r espectively,
championship in Oklahoma City
p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;ji=-- in 1949.
In St. Louis one night, Mr.
Meyers struck out twenty men in
one game. . His team went on
to win the St. Louis Metropolitan sgftball championship. Mr.

FARNSWORTH CONOCO SERVICE
& Firestone Store
Searcy, Arkansas

*

The 'Old Men'

Atlas Tires

Atlas Tubes

Atlas Accessories

Phone 1000
1210 E. Race

Phone 930

8

*
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FINALLY - Bob Wallace,
for the past several years, forged to the front in the recent
cross-country race to take the first-place trophy. Presenting
the award is Cecil Beck, director of intramural athletics.

Ebker, student association
pl'esident, left Tuesday aboard American Airlines for Los
Angeles and the annual Christian College Conference. About
75 student representatives from various Christian schools ~e
expected at the session.

'

COURT ACTION Harding
College's Bisons, right, turned
from football to basketball last
week with a scrimmage against
Beebe Junior College. Thanksgiving day the Bisons open
their schedule against John
Brown University of Siloam
Springs.
BIBLE BUILDING - Concrete
walls of the new Bible Building basement, left, project
from the ground as a result
of recent construction activity.
A concrete floor in part of the
basement has been poured and
foundations for other parts of
the building are being prepared.

A W AZZIT '! - Som~where on the campus this object performs
a vital function. The first student Co mail the answer to Box
1101, wins a free $.10 root beer at the Student Center.

CHORUS TOUR - Professor Ken Davis directs the Harding College A Cappella Chorus. in prepartaion for the annual fall tour.
Traveling 2400 miles, the chorus will make appearances in New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma and Colorado. The 43-member group
leaves Friday morning Nov. 27 for the first performance at Cordell, Okla.

PETIT JEAN QUEENS .:..._ From I. to r. the Petit Jean Queen finalists chosen last week are
Margie. Clark, Juanita Lawrence and Carole .T homas.

MAY QUEENS - May Queen nominees picked from 15 girls are I. to r. Virginia Organ, Edna
. Lamberson and Kirsten Christensen.

1

